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WE HELP LAW FIRMS QUICKLY ANSWER
QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR CONTRACTS
Della is a contract review software which allows lawyers to effectively manage their
workload. This means businesses and law firms can focus more time on legal work not
paperwork.
At the core of Della is the ability to define your own checklists to review contracts.
Checklists simplify, reduce risk and speed up manual processes.
Thanks to its innovative use of AI, Della will answer the questions from your
checklists, and continuously learns from user corrections to accelerate the process
even more.

LEASE REVIEW

DUE DILIGENCE

Faster and more accurate lease
review

Accelerate contract review and detect
potential red flags

COMPLIANCE

CROSS-BORDER DEALS

Check agreements using your internal
policy checklists

Ability to review documents in
multiple languages
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USE CASE 2

MULTIJURISDICTIONAL M&A
DUE DILIGENCE
1,000+ CONTRACTS

DIVERSE REPORTS

finance, real estate and
regulatory

templates and different
jurisdictions

THE CHALLENGE

COMPLEX REVIEWS MAKE RED FLAGS DIFFICULT TO SPOT
Finding similar data points like ‘change
of control’ ‘assignment’ or ‘termination’
across thousands of legal documents
is very difficult and significantly time
consuming.
Additionally, multijurisdictional deals
often involve numerous general
councils, different languages and
regulations adding to the complexity.

Lawyers working in different jurisdictions
use their own distinctive reporting templates
that are difficult to compare and reconcile.
It is difficult to effectively pull data from
numerous templates and flag the most
crucial data points meaning important
clauses might be overlooked.
As a result, red flags are difficult to spot and
M&A deals take a long time to get signed.

THE SOLUTION

HOW DELLA HELPS
Della can support the review process of M&A Due Diligence in one centralised system by
analysing data points across multiple documents, regardless of the jurisdiction, language
and type of legal document.
Della enables you to ask a question in multiple languages and all you need to do is type it.
You can create checklists based on these questions so that you can detect red flags on a
more granular level. Della enables you to be reactive during the representations schedule
and interrogate the contracts to check for any additional red flags.
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WHY DELLA

RAPID ADOPTION

CUTTING EDGE AI

Employment, post-merger integration
and regulatory compliance

Our innovative AI technology can
help you review contracts quickly

ADVANCED REPORTING

COST EFFICIENCIES

Della can help you with due diligence
reports, repapering, contract
summarisation and negotiations

Della can help you with
business negotiations and
bring in new clients

TRANSFER LEARNING

MULTILINGUAL

Our technology is built on the latest
advancements in Natural Language
Processing

Della has already been trained
on 20+ languages

www. dell a lega l . c om

hello@della.ai
support@della.ai

Follow us on

and

